Veeam Cloud Connect

Smart business backup with Abtec and Veeam Cloud Connect
In an ideal world we’d all use the 3-2-1 rule for backups. In the real
world limited bandwidth, growing data volumes and management
resources prohibits many organisations from achieving that goal.
Not for much longer. You can now strengthen your off-site backup regime with
Abtec and Veeam Cloud Connect. We can store your primary or secondary
Veeam backups in our secure data centre. Our Veeam optimised network
connections can help speed up your backup and recovery process.

3-2-1 Backup Rule
There should be:

Veeam optimised network

We provide network connections that are optimised for Veeam data transit.
Using our Veeam optimised network can increase the success rate of
incremental backups and reduce data recovery time. The connection perfectly
complements Veeam services such as WAN Acceleration; further reducing
upload and download times significantly. We recommend bandwidth speeds
over 100Mbps for Veeam Cloud Connect to work effectively, preferably using
an uncontended network service. Our Veeam optimised network is available
in speeds up to 10Gbps. Contact us to find out more about our Veeam Cloud
Connect and optimised network bundles.

3 Backups

2 Media types



1 Off-site

Veeam Cloud Connect Free Trial

Want to test the service? Not a problem, contact us on 01858 438 500 to set
up a free trial, or visit our website.

Ask about our Veeam optimised network bundles on 01858 438 500

Abtec BCP services
Our business continuity services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building BCP strategy
Implementing and maintaining continuity plan
Data centre replication
Network management
Email protection
Web protection

“Abtec has restored
our management’s
and staff’s
confidence in our IT
infrastructure”

Why choose Abtec?
Over the years we’ve built a portfolio of services that can support your business
continuity planning; from simple email protection through to sophisticated real time
data centre replication. We keep abreast of industry best practice and provide tried
and trusted BCP products and services.
Our engineers have the accredited skills to design, deliver, maintain and test the
business continuity service that’s right for you. Our advice and support can help
protect your organisation from the everyday issues and extreme incidents.

For more information about how our BCP services could help your organisation please
contact Abtec on 01858 438 500.

